


4a.

INSPECTION REPORT
(Continuation sheet) Pase 2 of 2

PERMIT NUMBER: ACT/007/018 DATE OF INSPECTION. T/29/97

(Comments are Numbered to Correspond with Topics Listed Above)

Note: As of today's inspection, the site has received approximately .5 inches of rain within the
last 24 hours

TOPSOL

The topsoil piles which are located on the west side of the road down Canyon from the
mine site appear to be covered with dry, dead grass. This seems to be unusual because the
County is experiencing a fairly wet summer. The surrounding vegetaion in the area is
green. I have asked Mr. Paul Baker, Reclamation Biologist for the Division to accompany
me on a brief inspection of these piles to attempt to determine if a problem exists here.

HYDROLOGIC BALANCE: DIVERSIONS

The 24 inch culvert, which routes the Canyon road drainage under the east portals access
road (designated as culvert 2 on the "RunoffControl Map", drawing number E 064), was
silted in by approximately 25 percent. It appears that the majority of the sediment, which
is deposited in the CMP, is picked up within the 50 feet just above the inlet to this pipe, as
erosional cutting here is quite evident. This diversion is a high maintenance item and
was made note of in the June inspection report. It lacks sufficient grade to prevent
material deposition within its length. A suggestion was made to the permittee that the
fine aggregate upstream of this culvert be replaced with bigger rock to reduce sediment
pickup. Mr. Huntington and Mr Nye agreed to address this issue.

20. AIR QUALITY PERMIT

The permittee has cleaned the area WNW of the bulk rock dust tank (refer to the 5120197
inspection report) of the coal dust/rock dust mixture.
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